
Materials List
Paper:
   Orange Gold Fusion Cardstock 107 lb Cover
   Garnet Plum Cardstock 107 lb Carstock
   Hinted Gold Cardstock 92 lb 
   Pure Gold Cardstock 92 lb
   Champagne Cardstock 107 Cover
   Copper Cardstock 107 Cover

Dies:
   Sue Wilson: Christmas Angel
   Sue Wilson: Poinsettas, Basic
   Sue Wilson: Poinsettas, Filigree
   Cuttlebug Cricut Cut and Emboss Dies, 5 by 7-Inch: Flourish Emblem
   Cheery Lynn: B174 Lace Corner Art Deco 1
   Memory Box: Resting Birds
   Quickutz: Give Thanks

Other Materials:
   Cuttlebug Emossing Folder: Sizzix Nordic Flowers or other 
   Cosmic Shimmer Guilding Flakes, Persian Dawn
   Ranger Rub 'n Scrub, a 2" square
   Silhouette Double Sided Self Adhesive Sheets
   ScorTape Double Sided tape, 6 inches wide
   Any Spray Adhesive, repositionable is easiest to use
   Perfect Paper Adhesive Matte Glue, or other
   Cosmic Shimmer Glue or other
   Shadowbox, 12" x 12" with 3/4" between back cover and glass
   Thin chipboard 12" x 12" if there are not enough backing
      pieces in the shadowbox packaging to use.
   Little 1/8' pearls, flat on back
   Little 1/8" diamond crystals, flat on back
   spray acrylic sealer
  Optional -  stamp with open design. I used a marble design stamp
  Optional -  Perfect Medium and Perfect Pearls in colors that match your paper. 
      I used the golds and copper.  
   Optional - Tim Holtz sissors
   Pin tool to curl flowers and position tiny objects
   Exacto blade to cut around any die cut tags 
   Wax Paper
   Big Shot or other die cutting machine 
   Double sided scotch tape
   1/2 foam tape or big pop ups
   Recollections Flower Embellishments
   Pearl Stamens, white, 2 1/2" long



To build the shadowbox:
Preparing the Parts:
1. Open back of shadowbox. There should be 2 pieces of packaging you can glue together to 
make a thin, sturdy backing for the art work. Spray adhesive the two pieces together and
 trim to 12" square. 
2. Marbelize the Orange Fusion, 8.5" X 11", paper with any stamp that will leave an 
open space so the paper can show through. 
I used perfect medium, or any glue stamp, and apply perfect pearls. Spray acrylic sealer on.
the surface to seal it. 
This step is optional, since so much of the paper is covered with a design. 
3. Using Hinted Gold cardstock, cut the angel and dove. Mount on a 5" piece of 
Silhouette double sided adhesive. 
Take off one side and mount the angel. Leave the backside on. Sprinkle gilding flakes on the
adhesive backing, under the angel. Using Rub /n Scrub, burnish the gilding flakes. 
Add the crystals along the bodice and the pearls on the swirls at the bottom. 
     You can use Scortape for this part, but it is hard to work with than the Silhouette, but it 
will work. Silhouette is flatter. 
    By hand, cut around the angel to get rid of extra adhesive. Put aside until needed. 
4. Cut 1/4" strips of paper from the Copper, Garnett Plum and the Pure Gold. 
There will be 3 stripes of each color, for a total of 9 stripes, cut the long side, 11 1/2" long. 
Cut 45 degree angles on 1 side of each strip.
5. Cut 4 Sets of Poinsettas. Garnet Plum and Hinted , from the basic set and the filigree set, 
 I made 11 flowers, with two left over. I had lots of little parts left over for another project. 
I used 6 filigree Plum Garnett leaves along the sides. 
6. Cut the " Giving Thanks" from the Copper and Pure Gold. I sprayed adhesive on the back of 
the Pure Gold and positioned it over the Copper, leaving a 1/16" shadow. Save until later. 
7. Cut the Resting Doves from the Memory Box dies, or any small die set. I used 5 tiny birds. 
8. Cut the Art Deco Corners from Garnett Plum.  I cut one  down a bit, refer to picture. 
9. Curling the Poinsettas. I laid out the individual flowers first, as I wanted them.
Then flower, by flower, I curled and assembled them. The petals are fragile. Be patient. 
Put the whole petal cut in your palm and  use the round handle of the pin tool to roll over
the paper and loosen up the paper fibers so it will curl better. When the whole cut is a little
more flexible, do the individual petals. Put the round handle behind each petal and roll the
petal over it diagonally and horizontally, at the edges. 
Then carefully, holding contact with the paper, use your finger to wrap the petal around 
 the pin tool to curl the edge over it. If it creases, roll the petal in a different direction
 to loosen the fibers and then curl the tip again. 
Roll each petal backwards a bit, over the handle, so the petal stands up and cups the leaves
into about 1/4" high. Put the large flower on wax paper before gluing. It will come up easier. 
Apply glue inside the round base - a good amount. I alternated colors for  interest. 
 Do what suits you, it will be pretty.  3 layers per flower. Large, medium and small. 
Inside  the large flowers, put the medium flowers, then the small flowers. 
I used 11 flowers total, some big and some small. Inside the large flowers I put a small
 paper rose for a center.  Some had ceramic rose centers. Some stamens.
For the stamens. I cut a circle of the same color and put a tiny hole in it.
 I used 5 stamen lengths, folded in half, twisted and stuck through the hole. 
 Cut them and glue them into the flower center.  Use your pin tool to hold it down 



 until it dries some. Pick the flowers up so it doesn't stick to the wax paper.
Cut a 1" circle and glue it to the bottom for a flower bases to make it sturdy. 
Assembly:
10. Mark the cardboard  along the center on all four sides to  center the Orange Fusion. 
11. Put the 6" Scortape on the cardboard base. Pull up the backing tape and save it. Put the 
Orange Fusion on the adhesive, centering it on cardboard, leaving the 1/2" open at the top.
I left a about 1/4" at the bottom too, so I could see the center mark.  Save the backing pieces. 
12. Put  the Scortape backing pieces along the side to protect the adhesive. Lay out the
9 strips, 3 colors to each side. Arrange them, referring to the photo and braid the colors. 
 I waited until I had them braided until I tape them down with double sided scotch tape. 
One set of stripes will need further trimming  into 45 degree angles
Take away the backing pieces and push the stripes into the adhesive, then  doing any more
gluing or taping required. 
Leave the bottom stripes free: the big Flourish Emblem goes under it. 
13. Put the leaves along the side, 3 each side. 
14. Gild the adhesive. Putting small amounts of gilding flakes over the adhesive, use the
rub 'n scrub tp burnish them into the backing adhesive.
15. Spray adhesive  the  big Flourish Emblem. Slip it under the bottom row of stripes. 
16. Put the foam strips - or pop ups - on the back of the angel and mount it. 
17. Glue the flowers around the top: design to suit. 
18. Glue the " Giving Thanks" to the bottom stripes. 
19. Distribute Resting Doves around the " Giving Thanks". Add dove above the  angel hands. 
20. Let it dry overnight
21. Put in back of shadowbox and you are done. 
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